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In this paper a new atomic action scheme is developed that does not impose any participant syn-
chronisation on action exit. In order to use cooperative exception handling at the action level as
the main fault tolerance mechanism, we develop a distributed protocol that finds, for any excep-
tion raised, an action containing all potentially erroneous information, aborts all of its nested ac-
tions, resolves multiple concurrent exceptions and involves all the action participants into coop-
erative handling of the resolved exception. In the scheme, no service messages are sent and no
service synchronisation is introduced if there are no exceptions raised. This flexible scheme can
be applied in a number of emerging areas in which entities of different nature (including software
tasks, people, plants, documents, organisations, etc.) participate in cooperative activities.
1.Atomic Actions and Asynchrony
Atomic actions have proven to be a very efficient way of structuring complex concurrent systems
and of providing their fault tolerance [LA90, CR86, XR00]. Several participants (objects, proc-
esses, etc.) enter an action to perform some joint cooperative activity. When the goal of this coop-
eration is achieved, the participants leave the action. Action execution is atomic for its environ-
ment because information is not allowed to cross the action borders. This basic concept of atomic
actions is usually extended by adding all-or-nothing semantics and by incorporating software fault
tolerance. The former results in introducing ACID (atomicity, consistency, isolation and du-
rability) transactions [GR93]. Our focus is on the latter development, where atomic actions are
treated as error containment and recovery regions guaranteeing that erroneous information does
not cross their borders. All participants of such actions are to be involved in the cooperative re-
covery as only this allows the action to do so and to produce the required results. Atomic actions
can be nested (Figure 1), thus allowing concurrent applications to be structured. The dynamic
system structure is represented recursively as a tree of (nested) atomic actions. This makes it pos-
sible for developers to deal with both system complexity and system fault tolerance using the
same structuring technique.
Forward error recovery is known to be the most general way of providing application level
fault tolerance [LA90]. We share many researchers' view of exception handling as the most pow-
erful software fault tolerance mechanism [C89, CR86]. In the context of atomic actions coopera-
2tive exception handling was introduced as the main feature of tolerating faults [CR86]. Within
this approach,
•  any exception raised by any action participant is to be handled cooperatively by all action
participants;
• when handling is not possible, an exception is propagated to the containing action, where all
responsibilities for dealing with the problem are transferred;
• when several concurrent exceptions are raised concurrently in an action, they are all used to
find the resolved exception (with a resolution tree imposing an order on all action excep-
tions), to be handled by all participants cooperatively.
In later research [XR00], the concepts of internal and external action exceptions were intro-
duced, the concept of the resolution tree was generalised to that of the resolution graph, a distrib-
uted resolution algorithm was proposed and several case studies were developed using atomic
actions with cooperative exception handling. In this model, each action has a number of external
(interface) exceptions declared in its interface (allowing for multiple action outcomes) and each
action participant has handlers for all internal action exceptions.
Figure 1. Nested atomic actions. Processes P1, P2, P3 take part in action A1. Processes P2 and
P3 in actions A11 and A111. Actions A11, A12, A13, A111 are nested to action A1 (A1 is their
containing action), action A111 is nested to A1 and A11
Atomic actions impose additional process synchronisation that causes delays (by "additional"
here we mean additional to the application specific synchronisation). All existing atomic action
schemes synchronise action participants on the action exit to prevent information smuggling and
to guarantee that all of them can be involved in recovery if necessary. Some of the schemes do
not explicitly synchronise entries but they usually assume that all participants are in the action
when, for example, recovery starts or when the action should be completed. In some schemes
(e.g. [XR00]) the action support makes processes to wait until all of them are in the action to start
cooperative recovery.
This additional synchronisation is, clearly, an acceptable price to pay for using atomic ac-
tions that give many benefits in the long run by facilitating system development and provision of
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3fault tolerance, as each action can be treated as an atomic synchronisation operation hiding inter-
nal state transitions.
Decreasing the level of additional synchronisation can be beneficial in many application ar-
eas: distributed applications; complex systems of systems; systems involving people, organisa-
tions, external devices, documents, etc. In fact, in some applications atomic actions imposing tight
entry and exit synchronisation cannot be used at all as they slow down the normal execution of all
participants. It would be very advantageous, though, to let individual processes leave an action
without synchronisation if we knew how to deal with the situation when an exception is raised in
an action from which they have exited. Processes leaving an action without waiting for all
participants at the action exit is called looking ahead, the term introduced in [KY89] for the
conversation scheme [R76] (here recovery is based on rolling processes back to recovery points
set at the conversation entry).
Our suggestion is to reinterpret the mechanism of looking ahead in the context of atomic ac-
tions in the following way. If a process reaches the end of an action and is not aware of any ex-
ceptions inside it, it leaves the action and continues its execution - see Figure 2. If an exception is
raised by a process in an action and this action has a participant that has looked ahead from it,
then it is clearly not possible to handle this exception at the level of the action. Our idea is to em-
ploy the atomic action structure, which we have in place, to find a containing atomic action that
contains all possible erroneous information and to perform cooperative recovery at its level. To
do this, we need all processes to be in this action to provide cooperative error recovery and to
guarantee the absence of information smuggling.
Figure 2. Process P3 has looked ahead from action A2. Small squares show the current execu-
tion states of the processes1
2.Dealing with Looking Ahead
There are two approaches to developing atomic action schemes without entry and exit synchroni-
sation. In the first approach, each participant multicasts service messages to all action participants
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4on entering and successfully exiting an action. Alternatively, a process can keep its own history
and continue its execution without multicasting any service messages. In either case, when a
process raises an exception, it multicasts a service message to action participants and waits until
the resolved exception and the action to be recovered are found (it may not necessarily be the ac-
tual action the process is in now, because a concurrent exception can be concurrently raised in a
containing action). In our scheme we exploit the second scenario as there are no additional service
messages there unless exceptions are raised. This approach agrees with the main requirement for
fault tolerance features, which is to keep additional overheads low (or even avoid them when
possible) if there are no faults in the system.
Lookahead (LA) processes. A LA process cannot be involved into recovery at the level of the
action that it left as it has been involved in other actions since then and it has lost the action con-
text. It might have smuggled erroneous information outside; moreover, the underlying idea of the
atomic action scheme is that we should assume that it did. Our approach is to find a containing
action that includes all such LA processes and to involve all of its participants into cooperative
handling to guarantee the consistency of recovery. Let us consider, for example, the system
shown in Figure 3. It is not possible to perform recovery at the level of action A1 in which proc-
ess Pk has raised exception En because process Pi is not in Al and because Pi has smuggled erro-
neous information to action A. We have to handle this situation at the level of A.
Figure 3. Process Pi is a LA process for action A1. The small shadowed circle shows an excep-
tion raised in a process (in this case, En in Pk)
Predefined LA_process exception. An internal exception raised in a nested action cannot be
seen at the level of a containing action. This is why we assume that each action has a predefined
interface exception LA_process. This exception is used to inform an action of the fact that its
nested action has an internal exception but cooperative handling at the level of this action is not
possible because of a LA process. Note that when this exception is raised it is assumed that the
nested action is left in an inconsistent state because not all participants were in it when an excep-
tion was raised, so not all of them can ensure their results and some of them could have smuggled
erroneous results outside.
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some of them intends to enter the action but are outside it when an exception is raised in it. We
call such processes belated processes - see Figure 4. In our scheme, as well as in some other
schemes [XR00], the support waits for belated processes, so as to involve them into cooperative
handling if an exception is raised. An alternative solution would be to assume that the fact of a
process being late indicates an error and to find an action of a higher level in which the belated
participant is currently involved to initiate recovery at its level. We deliberately separate these
issues and consider that each process detects its errors independently and that it is not the respon-
sibility of our scheme to detect such errors. We assume that each action participant watchdogs
(using timeouts) its participation in actions, so each process will eventually either enter each ac-
tion it intends to enter or raise an exception.
Figure 4. Process Pi is belated for action A1
Nested actions. Dealing with nested actions when an exception is raised in a containing one
requires special care. There are two ways of involving action participants in action recovery:
asynchronous and synchronous schemes [MW98]. In asynchronous schemes action participants
are interrupted and because of this all nested actions have to be aborted. Synchronous schemes
assume that all participants complete their execution in an action (either by raising exceptions or
normally). Developing asynchronous schemes is more challenging, but they provide faster recov-
ery and allow dealing with complex situations involving belated processes. Figure 5 gives an ex-
ample of the latter: action Aj has to be aborted to allow cooperative handling at the level of A1.
The nested action abort is one of the functionalities of our scheme: when such action is aborted,
all of its participants that are in it are interrupted and asked to execute a special local abortion
handler [XR00]. We found this approach very useful in our previous study and, although it does
not allow for a complete action abort, in many practical situations action participants can perform
very effective cleanup and finalising activities to make the subsequent recovery at the higher level
simpler. Employing this kind of the nested action abort can facilitate the protocols [XR00].
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6Minimum containing actions. Our protocol has to deal with situations when several excep-
tions are raised concurrently in different actions. Let us consider a system with two concurrent
exceptions shown in Figure 6. Note that exception Em can be caused by erroneous information
that a LA process Pk passed from action Al to Aj. We need recovery at the level of A (we call
such action a minimum containing action for actions Al and Aj): this recovery should start with
aborting actions Al and Aj and propagating a LA_process exception to A.
Figure 5. Nested action Aj has to be aborted
Our approach can be summarised in the following way: we wait for belated processes, inter-
rupt nested actions and chase the LA processes to recover the action they are in.
Figure 6. Two concurrent exceptions. Action A is the minimum containing action for Al and Aj.
Our LA atomic action scheme provides resolution of the concurrent exceptions raised within
an action [CR86, XR00] and our protocol incorporates this functionality. Generally speaking, our
intention is to keep all benefits of the distributed atomic action scheme in [XR00] but allow for
asynchronous action exit. In particular, we use the same approach to resolving concurrent excep-
tions in an action after all participants have stopped. In this situation, each participant knows the
states of all processe,s and the process with the "highest" name among all processes that have
raised exceptions resolves the exceptions using the action resolution graph and multicasts it to all
action participants to initiate cooperative exception handling.
In this section we have outlined the general ideas that we are going to employ in our distrib-
uted protocol; the remaining part of the paper discusses the computational model, assumptions,
the protocol, two examples, implementation issues and the applicability of the scheme developed.
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73.Distributed Protocol for Exception Handling with Looking Ahead
3.1.Informal Description
The protocol works in the following way. Each participant executes action entry/exit operations
without any synchronisation with other participants and keeps the whole history of its participa-
tion in actions. To raise an exception, it sends a service message with its history attached to all
participants of the current active action. After receiving this message, each process analyses its
own and the sender's histories to find out whether it has looked ahead from the action with the
exception or not. In the former case it finds the minimum action containing all actions that have to
be aborted, aborts all these actions and signals a LA_process exception at the level of this con-
taining action. In the latter case it saves the message and continues since it is a belated process for
the action with the exception. When all processes of an action with an exception or, possibly, with
several concurrent exceptions, have been informed about it, one of them resolves concurrent ex-
ceptions and triggers cooperative handling.
3.2.Model, Assumptions and Definitions
The system consists of processes P1, …, Pd. Each action Al is defined by a set of participating
processes, a set of internal exceptions and a set of external ones. Each action participant has a set
of handlers, one for each internal exception. The cooperative exception handling of an internal
exception consists in all action participants executing the corresponding handlers. We assume that
handlers cannot raise internal exceptions. Any action participant can signal an external exception
to be propagated to the containing action. To distinguish between these two types of exceptions,
and following [XR00], we say that internal exceptions are raised and that external exception are
signalled or propagated. Processes enter action Al by executing operation Enter(Al) and leave it
either by signalling an external exception or successfully (maybe, after successful cooperative
handling of an internal action exception) by executing Exit(Al).
Figure 7. Action history Hi for process Pi. The shadowed node shows the active action. The el-
lipse covers CHi.
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8We shell start with introducing two concepts that are important for the protocol. The action
history Hi of a process Pi is represented as a binary tree with nodes corresponding to actions. For
each node A, the left child is the first action nested in A which Pi entered while in A, and the right
child is the first action sibling to A which Pi entered after exiting A. For example, Figure 7 shows
history Hi of process Pi. Pi is now in action A6. It has completed its participation in A2, A3 and
A4. But its participation in A1, A5 and A6 is not completed: A6 is nested in A5 and A1, and A5
is nested in A1. We call the list of nested non-completed actions compressed history (CHi). In our
example, CHi=(A1, A5, A6). This is the list of all actions the process is in at the moment. Pi dy-
namically updates Hi and CHi when it enters and exits actions.
The protocol uses service messages of the following types:
• Exception(Al, Pi, Ep, CHi) is sent by process Pi from active action Al to all of its participants
when exception Ep is raised in Pi; the compressed history for Pi is sent as part of the mes-
sage;
• Suspended(Al, Pi, CHi) is sent by process Pi when it receives Exception or Suspended mes-
sage from any other participant of Al and stops;
• Commit(Al, Eres) - is sent by a chosen process in action Al to all of its participants after it
completes resolution of concurrent exceptions raised in Al, where Eres is the resolved excep-
tion (one of the internal exceptions of Al). The corresponding handler for Eres is called by
each process once it receives this message.
Each process Pi keeps
• Hi and CHi;
• CAPi (the current active action pointer in Hi) is used because there is a need to keep com-
plete history Hi as it was before a number of actions from CHi have been aborted. In our
protocol, nested action abortion is local and some participants of the aborted actions may still
be active, so any messages sent by them have to be identified and ignored. For example, in
the scenario shown in Figure 8 we assume that Pi has aborted its participation in A4 and is
currently in A2. When Pi receives Exception(A3, Pk, Em, CHk), it finds out that it has been
in A3 before and aborted it, so Pi ignores the message (eventually Pk aborts A3, and A2 be-
comes the active action for it).
• LBi - a set of Exception and Suspended messages from the actions for which Pi is belated.
Each process can be in N (normal), E (exceptional) or S (suspended) state in its active action.
A process goes from state N to state E when it raises an exception; it goes into state S when it re-
ceives an Exception or Suspended message within the active action. In addition, each process
9keeps list LEi to record all exceptions raised in the active action and the known states (either S or
E) of all processes that have stopped in the action.
Figure 8. The current action pointer; ignoring messages from aborted actions.
Pi signals an external exception Ep to the containing action by performing two steps one af-
ter another: exiting the current action and raising Ep in the context of the containing action. The
first step includes modifying Hi, CHi, CAPi.
We assume that each action has a unique name, that all processes have unique names that
can be ordered, and that each process knows the lists of all participants of all actions it is taking
part in. We further assume that each process has the resolution graphs of all actions it is taking
part in.
As we have explained before, in order to deal with an exception at the level of the containing
action, we have to abort all active nested actions (from CHi). This should include the abortion of
all possible exception resolution protocols and exception handlers. We assume that each action
participant has a handler that performs local abortion. The handlers of different participants are
not expected to cooperate during abortion, the idea being that each of them is responsible for local
abortion (e.g. cleaning up, finalisation) only. If a chain of nested actions for a given process has to
be aborted, our support executes the abortion handlers of these actions one by one, starting from
the active action.
3.3.Protocol
We assume that an underlying mechanism guarantees FIFO reliable communication between any
two processes. "->" stands for sending message to all participants of the action; "S(Pi)" stands for
the state of Pi; "=>" stands for adding information into the list; "message" stands for the current
message received by Pi; "abort(Al, A)" stands for aborting all nested actions in CHi starting from
Al up to the action nested to A. For any process Pi the protocol looks as follows (Al is the active
action for Pi):
loop
if Pi raises Ep then
Exception(Al, Pi, Ep, CHi) ->; stop; Ei=>LEi; S(Pi):=E end if;
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if Pi executes Enter(Al) then
update Hi, CHi, CAPi;
read and process messages in LBi that have been sent within Al end if;
if S(Pi) = N and message=(Exception(Aj, Pk, Em, CHk) or Suspended(Aj, Pk, CHk)) then
stop
if Aj=Al then
Suspended(Al, Pi, CHi)->; Si=>LEi; S(Pi):=S end if;
if Al<>Aj then -- analyse Hi
if Pi has never been in Aj before then
message=>LBi; S(Pi):=N; continue end if;  -- belated process
if Al is nested in Aj then
abort (Al, Aj); clean LBi from messages related to all actions in between;
move CAPi to Aj; -- now Al=Aj
Exception(Aj, Pi, LA_process, CHi)->; Ei,=>LEi; S(Pi):=E;
if message=Exception(Aj, Pk, Em, CHk) then Ej=>LEi else Sj=>LEi end if; end if;
if Pi has been in Aj before and has looked ahead from it then
find Acont for Aj and Al; -- using Hi and CHk
abort (Al, Acont); clean LBi from messages related to all actions in between;
move CAPi to Acont;    -- now Al=Acont
Exception(Acont, Pi, LA_process, CHi)->; Ei=>LEi; S(Pi):=E;
if message=Exception(Aj, Pk, Em, CHk) then Ej=>LEi else Sj=>LEi end if; end if;
end if;
end if;
if S(Pi)<>N and message=(Exception(Aj, Pk, Em, CHk) or Suspended(Aj, Pk, CHk)) then
if Al=Aj then
Ej or Sj => LEi;
if LEi contains states of all processes in Al and S(Pi)=E and Pi is the highest in LEi
then resolve exceptions from LEi; Commit(Al, Eres)-> end if;
end if;
if Al<>Aj then
if Pi has never been in Aj before then -- belated process for Aj
message=>LBi end if; -- for future consumption
if Pi has been in Aj before and has looked ahead from it then
find Acont for Aj and Al;
if Acont=Al then
ignore message -- Pi looked ahead from several actions
else
abort(Al, Acont); clean LBi from messages related to the actions in between;
move CAPi to Acont; -- now Al=Acont
Exception(Acont, Pi, LA_process, CHi)->; Ei,=>LEi; S(Pi):=E end if;
end if;
if Pi was in Aj before but has not left it then -- Aj is containing for Al
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abort (Al, Aj); clean LBi from messages related to all actions in between;
move CAPi to Aj; -- now Al=Aj
Suspended(Aj, Pi, CHi)->; Si,=>LEi; S(Pi):=S end if;
if Pi has been in Aj before but its CAPi is higher than Aj then
ignore message end if; -- from an aborted action
end if;
if Pi executes Exit(Al) then
update Hi, CAPi, CHi end if;
if message=Commit(Aj, Eres) then -- S(Pi)<>N
if Aj=Al then
discard branches of Hi below CAPi; start handler Eres
else ignore message end if; end if; -- from an aborted action
end loop;
3.4.Examples
Let us consider two examples which demonstrate how the algorithm works.
For the system in Figure 3 the following scenario is possible: Pk sends Exception(Al, Pk, En,
CHk) to Pi and stops; Pi receives it and realises that it is a LA process for Al; it finds Acont (it is
action A) and raises exception LA_process at the level of A; Pj receives Exception(A, Pi,
LA_process, CHi), aborts its participation in Al and moves into state S in action A. Pj is the only
process with exceptions in A, so it sends Commit(A, LA_process) to all action participants and
they start cooperative recovery.
Figure 9. Exception LA_process is raised in action A.
Consider a more complex example (Figure 9). Hi includes A, Ap, Aj, Al. Hk includes A, Ap,
Aj. CHi={A, Al}. CHk={A, Ap, Aj}. Pi sends Exception(Al, Pi, Em, CHi) to Pk. At the same
time Pk sends Exception(Aj, Pk, En, CHk) to Pi. Pk receives Exception(Al, Pi, Em, CHi) and puts
it into LBk as it is belated process for Al. When Pi receives Exception(Aj, Pk, En, CHk) it realises
that it has looked ahead from Aj. It finds Acont (it is A), aborts Al, signals exception LA_process
Pi
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to all participants of Acont (including Pk). When Pk receives Exception(A, Pi, LA_process, CHi)
it aborts Aj and Ap in this order and sends message Suspended to Pi. After that Pi can send
Commit to all action participants.
3.5.Analisys
Due to limitation of space we omit the complete proof of the correctness of our algorithm but we
briefly discuss several informal arguments behind it.
First of all, it is clear that if there are no LA processes in the system our algorithm and the
algorithm in [XR00] send exactly the same messages in the same order. The only difference is
that in our algorithm each process keeps additional local information and piggybacks it to mes-
sages Exception and Suspended.
It is not difficult to see that for any two processes there is always the minimum containing
action. This means that if there are several actions with exceptions the algorithm always finds a
chain of nested actions for each process to abort, thus moving the process to the level of this ac-
tion. Because of this if an exception is raised in an action with a LA process, our algorithm even-
tually finds an action containing this process and stops all participants of the action (i.e. by mov-
ing them into either S or E states). This applies to all processes that have looked ahead from any
nested action that has to be aborted. As stopped processes do not raise new exceptions nor they
look ahead our algorithm is able to resolve all concurrent exceptions, including, if necessary, sev-
eral LA_process ones raised because of several LA processes, and to make all action participants
handle the resolved exception cooperatively.
It is important to remember that the number of levels of looking ahead and of action nesting
are finite. If we assume that it is restricted by Lmax and Nmax respectively, and that process Pi
with an exception is in the action from which process Pj has looked ahead, then in the worst sce-
nario Pi has to abort Lmax and process Pj Nmax nested actions, so that they both will be able to
handle exception LA_process at the level of the minimum containing action.
Note that our algorithm transforms any scenario with a LA process(es) into another scenario
with an exception(s) raised in an action (Acont) without LA processes; this situation is dealt with
in exactly the same way as the protocol in [XR00] does. The algorithm [XR00] deals with asyn-
chronous entry and because of this a number of nested actions might need abortion to involve all
processes into cooperative handling. Our algorithm transforms the original exception raised in an
action with a LA process to another exception (the LA_process one) in action Acont, When Acont
is not an active action for the LA process, we abort its participation in a number of actions nested
to Acont. In our algorithm when Pi receives a message from Pk about an exception in an action
from which Pi has looked ahead, Pi locally calculates Acont, and raises exception LA_process in
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Acont: this is why rigorous analysis developed for the algorithm [XR00] (e.g. of its complexity or
correctness) is applied for the new algorithm.
4.Issues with the Protocol
Our scheme assumes that each action has a predefined LA_process interface exception. This ex-
ception is signalled to an action of a higher level when an internal exception is raised in a nested
action with a LA process. The initial internal exception is not visible at the higher level, and the
processes have to handle exception LA_process. Although this exception carries the name of the
LA process and the name of the action directly nested into Acont (from which this exception is
signalled) as the parameters, it may be still difficult for the processes to find the real reason for
the exception. We believe that handling at the level of Acont should be focused on compensation,
replacement or recovery of the action nested into Acont rather then on handling the initial excep-
tion. In addition, the handlers at the Acont level can include extended diagnostics to localise bet-
ter the reasons for initial exception (although this is not always possible because of information
encapsulation).
Calculation of the minimum containing action for any two actions is straightforward. To do
this we analyse compressed histories of the two processes starting from the roots, the last action
which is the same in these histories is the containing action. In our system we always assume that
the roots of all process histories start from the same global action. There are several reasons that
support the idea of introducing a global containing action incorporating all system activities. In-
troducing this action makes the overall system structure cleaner and the model recursive. Because
this action has a special semantics as recovery outside it is not possible, it can be introduced in
any system even if it has not been designed as such action. Having several global actions with
different processes involved would split the system into several disjoin subsystems that should be
considered separately.
In our scheme processes do not exchange any service messages if there is not exception
raised. Because of this the local process histories can become big as there is no general approach
to garbage collection that does not use additional messages. The algorithm can be extended to
collect garbage before a cooperative handling in Acont starts. At this moment all processes are in
the action and the histories of their behaviour inside Acont will never be used in the future execu-
tion. The same idea can be applied if an application level synchronisation guarantees that all ac-
tion participants leave the action together without raising exceptions.
The protocol can be easily extended to allow both synchronous and asynchronous action ex-
its. All participants of the same action have to execute either Synchronous_Exit(Al) or
Asynchronous_Exit(Al). The synchronous exit (that can be used for restricting lookahead) can be
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implemented as follows: a process multicasts an exit message to all action participants and waits
until it receives the same messages from all of them. This guarantees that any exception raised in
the action is handled in the same action and that no LA_process exceptions are raised because of
this action. When this action is completed we can collect garbage in the way discussed before.
5.Discussion
The scheme proposed is unique in introducing looking ahead to atomic actions with cooperative
exception handling. The only atomic action scheme with asynchronous exit is the lookahead con-
versation scheme [KY89]. The idea is to allow a conversation participant to leave the conversa-
tion after it passes its local acceptance test. Because of this, if another process cannot ensure its
acceptance test later on, a number of conversations should be aborted. Letting processes look
ahead from conversations raised a number of interesting questions that the scheme proposed in
[KY89] successfully tackles. Because of the specific characteristics of conversations (i.e. setting
recovery points in all participants on the conversation entry and performing recovery by rolling
all participants back and starting another alternate), the approach proposed relies on the dynamic
calculation of a recovery line consisting of a number of conversations to be rolled back: when all
of them are aborted, the system moves into a consistent state, and it is guaranteed that no infor-
mation is smuggled outside this area.
Our protocol is oriented towards atomic actions with exception handling. This is why we
look for a containing action (rather than for a number of nested actions) and involve all of its par-
ticipants in cooperative handling at its level. Besides, we do not trace application messages since
atomic actions are based on the fundamental idea that all action participants should be involved in
handling if any of them has an exception [CR86]. Our protocol incorporates resolution of concur-
rent exceptions, which is not part of the conversation scheme either.
Our approach is distinctly different from those used in workflow systems (e.g. [HA00]). In a
nutshell, recovery in these schemes relies on tracing dependencies and finding a number of ac-
tions to be recovered (by executing a handler for each of them). As we have explained before,
atomic actions have a very different approach to exception handling, which is always performed
at the level of the whole action by all of its participants. The workflow approach cannot be di-
rectly applied to atomic actions because of the differences in the computational models: in atomic
actions, a number of processes (i.e. active entities existing throughout the life span of the system)
enter and exit (nested) actions, exchange messages and are involved in cooperative handling.
Relaxing the properties of atomic actions to make them suitable for a wider range of appli-
cations has been the focus of research into (ACID) transactions. The approach in [NM97] allows
the isolation property of the transactional model to be relaxed on the grounds that this model does
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not match the general purpose character of distributed systems, which should support communi-
cation and cooperation; within this approach, data uncommitted within one transaction can be
accessed within another one (which will be aborted should the first one abort).
The concept of desertion was first introduced in [K82] for conversation schemes. Desertion
happens when a process fails to reach the action entry or exit, so the rest of processes cannot con-
tinue their execution. There can be many reasons for desertion: hardware failures; hangs, loops
and deadlocks in the application software; slow environment; overloads; etc. Our scheme is not
intended for dealing with such problems, although we understand that desertion is always a sign
of an error. As it is often impossible to tell the difference between delays and desertion, in our
scheme we assume that each process takes all possible measures (i.e. employs timeouts) to detect
its own desertion and raises an appropriate exception that is handled cooperatively within an ac-
tion.
A number of applications can benefit from the scheme proposed. First of all, conventional
cooperative process-oriented systems which are prepared to involve a relatively big action in re-
covery, provided no service messages are sent and no synchronisation is introduced when there
are no exceptions.
Other important application areas include general systems employing different types of in-
formation processing. Apart from computers, such systems may include documents, people, or-
ganisations, goods, etc. For such systems, exception handling is the only practical way of recov-
ery but conventional atomic action schemes (e.g. [CR86, XR00]) cannot be directly applied as
their computational models cannot reflect all typical characteristics of such systems. Much more
general atomic action schemes [D79] have to be developed to allow for greater flexibility and
softer synchronisation, but they should still keep all information under control to allow consistent
recovery when necessary. Our scheme satisfies these demands by allowing access to non-com-
pleted action results, but controlling dependencies should recovery be necessary (to use the terms
from [D79]). Similar problems have to be addressed while applying atomic actions to control
systems dealing with devices that cannot be stopped for exit synchronisation each time they leave
an action.
Another potential application area for our approach is building complex systems out of ex-
isting component systems. These may be quite autonomous, have their own goals, and may not be
designed for integration into a bigger system [D00]. Such component systems cannot be stopped
for synchronisation, but they are often ready to perform recovery activity (e.g. compensation or
replacement actions) on request.
We are now developing a prototype distributed scheme as an extension of the scheme in
[XR00]. Our plan is to design the follow-up implementation as a CORBA service and to employ
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the native fault tolerance service to provide hardware fault tolerance for the atomic action sup-
port. As the first case study, we are now designing an Integrated Travel Agency internet system
that uses a number of existing web services (flight reservation, car renting, train booking, etc.) to
allow users to book the whole journey at a go.
6.Conclusions
There is a number of important application areas that need flexible atomic action schemes. In this
paper we have developed a distributed atomic action scheme that does not impose entry or exit
synchronisation. When an exception is raised, the support finds the action that contains all erro-
neous information and all processes (to allow for cooperative recovery), and initiates cooperative
exception handling at the level of this action. The protocol does not use any service messages, nor
does it add any service synchronisation when there are no exceptions raised. The amount of in-
formation piggybacked to the service messages is relatively small. The scheme extends the atomic
action scheme in [XR00] by allowing processes to look ahead from actions.
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